The Management, Principal, Staff and students of B.I.T. feel proud of our students who have secured ranks in V.T.U. July-2015 Examinations

CONGRATULATIONS

BHARATH, V
I-RANK (Gold Medal)
Industrial Engg. Mngt

CHANDANA, K.N
I-RANK (Gold Medal)
M.TECH. (VLSI) -ELNS

BHARATH, T
I-RANK (Gold Medal)
M.TECH. (MSE) MECHANICAL

RAHUL MADHUKAR
II-RANK
Electrical & Electronics

PATWARI SNEHA
II-RANK
Mechanical Engg.

SUMA, V
II-RANK
Telecommunication, Engg.

BHARGHAVI, D.K.
II-RANK
M.TECH. (Digital Elns) -ELNS

PARKHI MANASI
II-RANK
M.TECH. (MSE) MECHANICAL

SHEETAL, A.S.
III-RANK (Gold Medal)
Electronics & Communication

CHETANA KUMARI
III-RANK
Industrial Engg. Mngt

SOUMYA, N
III-RANK
Telecommunication, Engg.

AMIRTH, S.D.
III-RANK
M.TECH. (Structure) CIVIL

MANJUNATH, E.B.
III-RANK
M.TECH. (MSE) MECHANICAL

PRIYA, K.K
IV-RANK
Instrumentation Technology

BALACHANDAR, S
V-RANK
Electronics & Communication

NISCHITA M GOWDA
V-RANK
Industrial Engg. Mngt

ARPITHA RANI, R
V-RANK
Instrumentation Technology

GOPAL DEO PRASAD
VI-RANK
Electrical & Electronics

VINESH KAMBOJ
VI-RANK
Mechanical Engg

PRIYANKA, B.C
VIII-RANK
Instrumentation Technology

SHRUTHI, P
IX-RANK
Electronics & Communication

RAKESH RAUSHAN
IX-RANK
Electrical & Electronics

VINAY, S
IX-RANK
Industrial Engg. Mngt

DEEPTHI M. GEORGE
X-RANK
Industrial Engg. Mngt

GAURAV G VAIDYA
X-RANK
Telecommunication, Engg.
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